
 Changing Earth: geoLAB project 

1. Waves action

» Activity 1. In pairs, read and complete. 

Words bank:

geoMaster's test

beach
cliff
delta
peninsula
streams
tides
waterfalls

Talking about...

24h
erosion
hard
high tide
low tide
sedimentation
transportation
weak

geoMaster's test.

1. Ocean and sea movements are: waves, ________ and currents.
2. The edge of the sea formed by a steep face of rock:  ________ .
3. When sediment at a river mouth can't be moved by tides and currents, it is formed a    
________ .

Talking about landforms, waves action is very important because...

Have you ever been to visit a beach? Or a cliff? Waves are attacking the coastline day 
and night. 

Waves do the work of erosion. That's why when you find a piece of glass rounded or a 
shell rounded along a beach, you have found some evidence of the work of waves. The 
energy of the waves hitting a cliff is stronger than on a beach, even more during storms.

Waves are eroding the coastline in a  ________ constant movement.

Why do cliffs fall down? Cliffs collapse due to the action of the waves, but it depends on 
the type of rock. Weak rocks (i.e. clay or limestone) break down easier than more 
resistant materials (i.e. granite or basalt).

When waves erode a cliff (imagine a headland) from two sides an arch will form. If the 
material above the arch eventually collapses, a piece of tall rock can remain in the water,
which is called a sea stack. When a stack falls down becomes a stump.

Wave erosion power attacks faster  ________ materials.

Sand beaches! The material eroded from cliffs is transported by waves and deposited in 
quieter water areas, forming beaches. The sand that you see in beaches is made of 
mineral grains, like quartz, pieces of shell, basalt... Colours give clues!

Sand transported by the work of waves breaking along the shore can form sand bars that
stretch across a bay, or ridges of sand that extend away from the shore, called spits. 

When the land that forms the shore is relatively flat and gently sloping, the shoreline may
be lined with long narrow islands called barrier islands. Many famous beaches, like 
Miami Beach, are barrier islands. 

Beaches, bars, spits, and barrier islands are examples of  ________.
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2. Rivers action

» Activity 1. In pairs, read and complete. 

Words bank:

geoMaster's test

canyon
deposition
lake
mouth
source
spring
transportation
tributary

Talking about

deep
deltas
dry
meander
potholes
shallow
underwater

geoMaster's test.

1. The beginning of a river is called headwaters or source or  ________ and the place 
where it meets the sea is the  ________ .
2. A stream that flows into a river or larger stream is called a  ________ or affluent.
3. A cobble is a smoothly rounded rock fragment shaped by erosion and  ________ , with
a diameter of 6.5-25 cm and thus, smaller than a boulder but larger than a pebble.

Talking about landforms, rivers actions is important because...

When water falls from the sky as rain it forms streams and rivers that flow downward to 
oceans and lakes. As this water flows downstream from mountainous regions to sea 
level, it does the work of erosion, transportation and deposition.

Upper course: The source of a river is the place where the stream begins. The river 
channel is narrow and shallow and forms V-shaped valleys. Some beautiful features are 
potholes, gorges and waterfalls. Due to steep slopes (gradient), water will have a high 
velocity, which means it will be able to carry larger materials in suspension. Big materials
and other size particles are hitting each other as they are pushed by water.

Due to water and transported material, in upper courses,  ________ can be found. 

Middle course: When the slopes are gentle and rivers flow throughout flat regions such 
as plains, the stream velocity decreases. At some point in most streams, there are 
curves or bends in the river channel called meanders. The stream erodes material along 
its outer banks and deposits material along the inside curves of a meander. This causes 
these meanders to migrate laterally over time. An interesting fluvial feature are ox-bow 
lakes or meanders (old meander apart from the main river). Canyons are located in the 
middle course too, usually crossing along plateaus (Grand Canyon).

Floodplains are the flat land on each side of the river channel made up of sediments 
(sand, silt and clay size particles). Floods generally occur in irregular rivers. The Nile 
River in Ancient Egypt was a good example. These lands are fertile and good for 
agriculture.

Floods happen when the water level rises and covers the banks of rivers, usually dry  
________. 

Lower course: As a stream slows down when a river meets flat lying ground, it will 
deposit its load. If this happens in water, a river may form a delta. The fact that a delta is 
formed or not depends on the action of waves and tides. Otherwise, an estuary could be 
formed.

If a river or stream suddenly reaches flat ground (not the sea), an alluvial fan develops at
the base of the slope. Alluvial fans generally form in more arid regions. 

The little rivers that join the main river are called tributary. On the other hand, in a delta, 
the main channel may split into smaller channels (distributaries)

Due to water velocity, in a delta, the river channels are usually  ________ here. 
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3. Glaciers action

» Activity 1. In pairs, read and complete. 

Words bank:

geoMaster's test

deserts
lava
mud
ice
high mountains
rainforests
“U” shaped valleys
“V” shaped valleys

Talking about

abrasion
deposition
desert
downslope
high mountains
ice
stone
up slope
“U” shaped valley
“V” shaped valleys

geoMaster's test.

1. A glacier is made up of moving  ________ .
2. The erosion caused by glaciers can be seen in  ________ .
3. Glaciers are usually located in Polar regions and high  ________  regions.

Talking about landforms, glaciers action is very important because...

Do you know how a supermarket “conveyor belt” works? A glacier is a giant conveyor 
belt of ice carrying rocks instead of your shopping…

Glaciers are solid ice going downslope. Glaciers move boulders as large as a house as 
easily as the smallest particles of sand and silt. These pieces of rock are carried by the 
glacier for many kilometres and are only deposited as the ice melts (deposition). 

Glaciers consist of solid ice flowing   ________.

Why is the glacier ice so dirty? What are the dark lines made of? The dark lines are long 
piles of the rocky material called “moraines”, consisting of debris from erosion of the 
valley walls. Medial moraines form where two glaciers join together because two or more
lateral moraines from the edges of different glaciers meet in the main glacier.
When glaciers melt they deposit all the big and small bits of rocky material they have 
been carrying. Terminal and end moraines are long ridges of rock deposited at the 
furthest point that the glacier reached, and usually form lakes.

Glaciers moraines are made of debris from erosion like  ________.

The shape of valleys: “V” vs “U”. Especially up in the mountains, glaciers make a 'U' 
shaped valley and rivers cut 'V' shaped valleys as running water cuts deep into the rock. 
The ice in a glacier erodes away the underlying rocks and it scours away the rocks below
somewhat like a very slow and steady bulldozer.
In mountainous areas, often many smaller glaciers carve shallower 'U' shaped valleys 
than the main glacier, forming a "hanging valley" with beautiful waterfalls. Another scenic 
feature is a cirque, consisting in a big depression (such as a bowl) with steep sides 
because rocks are pulled away from valley walls at the top of a mountain. Once the ice 
melts away, often lakes are formed.

The main glacier forms a deep   ________ valley. 

How does a glacier erode the rocks? As glaciers flow, they scratch the underlying 
bedrock with all the rocky material they are carrying. These scratches make long, parallel
grooves in the bedrock, called glacial striations, which show the direction the glacier 
moved.

This process of erosion is called  ________.

Glaciers in the world: Glaciers cover about 10% of the land surface on Earth, but glaciers
have covered as much as 30% of the land surface, including areas of Europe and North 
America. We can figure this out by observing the ways the land has been eroded and by 
looking at the deposits that have been left behind.

Today, we have glaciers near Earth's poles (in Antarctica, Greenland, etc.) and at high 
altitudes in mountainous regions like the Himalayas, Alps, Rocky Mountains, Andes, etc.

Many glaciers can be found in Polar regions and  ________ .
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4. Wind action

» Activity 1. In pairs, read and complete. 

Words bank:

geoMaster's test

animals
deposition
difficult
easy
vetetation
weathering

Talking about

Atacama
downwind
gentle
Gobi
Sahara
steep
upwind

geoMaster's test.

1. Dunes are a good example of wind erosion and  ________.
2. Wind action over soils can be prevented by  ________ . Unluckily, arid areas have a 
high risk of wind erosion.
3. After a fire, the soil is denuded and is  ________ to be eroded by the wind.

Talking about landforms, wind action is important because...

Have you heard of the sand storms? Look behind a car as it drives over an unpaved 
road. You will see a big cloud of dust that wasn't there before…, then wind easily picks 
sand grains up and distributes them… The faster and stronger the wind, the more 
particles it can carry.

The erosive power of wind varies with the strength of the winds that blow, but usually, 
wind transports smaller particles like silt and clay over great distances and areas. Wind is
a stronger erosional force in arid regions. Think about deserts and sand dunes. Think 
about a windy day at the beach…

The main source of dust storms that can reach southern Europe is the  ________ desert.

Climbing a sand dune is hard. If you try to climb a sand dune, please, take the upwind 
side. First, because no wind through your eyes, second because the slope is easiest…

How does a sand dune work? As steady winds blow over an ample supply of sand, sand 
grains will bump and roll along, moving by saltation up the gently sloping, upwind side of 
the dune. As a grain of sand reaches the crest of the dune, it cascades down the steeper,
downwind side of the dune, forming the slip face of the dune. 

The best side for climbing a dune is the upwind side, because the slope is  ________.

These sand grains are moved along by the wind in a bump, roll and jump kind of motion. 
First, a grain of sand gets knocked into the air. It is too heavy to have wind carry it for 
long in suspension, so it falls back to the ground, possibly knocking another sand grain 
into the air as it hits the ground. This starts the process all over again. This process is 
called saltation. The suspended load for wind will always be very small particles of silt 
and clay, which are still able to be carried suspended in the air by wind.

In the opposite direction to the way in which the wind is blowing  ________.
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5. Climate action

» Activity 1. In pairs, read and complete. 

Words bank:

geoMaster's test

cave
clay
crack
granite
ice
limestone
water

Drop by drop

deposition
erosion
expands
sediment
strong
transportation
weak
weathering

geoMaster's test.

1. Water trapped in a rock  ________, can freeze and break the rock into smaller pieces.
2. The oxidation process is caused by high temperatures and  ________ .
3. What type of rock would be best suited for making monuments? A solid one like   
________.

Drop by drop, rain can desintegrate a mountain...

"Rock solid"?: Disintegration of rock happens as rock is broken into pieces. You can see 
this process everywhere (a crack on a wall, a pothole on the road...) Desintegration 
process is called weathering and the main agents of weathering are water, wind, ice and 
gravity). These agent or natural forces gradually wear away rocks, changing once tall 
mountains into hills and even plains.

Disintegration of rocks by water, wind, ice or gravity is called  ________ process.

"A chip off the old block": Sediment includes sand and much smaller particles, called silt 
and clay, and gravel or boulders also. Once these pieces are separated from the rocks, 
erosion forces move those pieces. Erosion forces consist of rain, gravity, wind and ice. 
Rain and any stream move sediment from mountaintops to the ocean. Gravity causes 
large and small pieces to fall from cliffs and peaks. Wind moves sand sized and smaller 
pieces of rock through the air. And glaciers can move all sizes of fragments.

The smaller pieces separated from rocks are called   ________ .

Expanding ice: Have you ever break a can in the freeze? Water seeps into rock cracks, 
expands as it freezes, and it wedges the rock apart. It happends frecuently in 
mountainous regions due to temperatures bellow cero degrees. It is called freeze-thaw 
action. You will find large piles of broken rock at the base of mountains. 

When water freezes it  ________.

Just water!: Water is such a good solvent that some types of rock can actually completely
dissolve in water. That's chemical weathering. Certain types of rock, like granite, are very
resistant to weathering. Other types of rock, like limestone and marble dissolve easily in 
water. More resistant rocks remain at the surface and form ridges or hills. Water can 
oxidize some kinds of rocks, especially under high temperature conditions.

Water (rain, groundwater...) is acid, a  ________ acid, but it can dissolve some types of 
rock.
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6. Groundwater

» Activity 1. In pairs, read and complete. 

Words bank:

geoMaster's test

ceiling
glacier
ground 
gyesers
river
volcanoes
water
wind

Talking about

aquifers
caves
lava
magma
seafloors
volcanoes
wells

geoMaster's test.

1. Most caves are the results of the ________ erosion of the ground.
2. When magma heats groundwater, it can form hot springs and  ________ .
3. Stalactites are deposits of calcite drips from the  ________ and stalagmites form on 
the  ________ of the cave.

Talking about landforms, groundwater action is very important because...

The power of some drops of water: Caves are one of nature's most spectacular 
demonstrations of erosion. Working slowly over many years, groundwater dissolves and 
carries away elements of once solid rock. First, groundwater travels along small cracks 
and fractures, gradually enlarging them. In time, caverns many kilometres long and as 
high as many meters tall can form. In general, groundwaters are called aquifers. When 
aquifers reach the Earth's surface form springs.

Stalactites and stalagmites: As groundwater drips through caves and openings, several 
interesting types of formations occur. Stalactites are deposits of calcium carbonate which
form a layer on layer of calcite drips from the ceiling (such as icicle). While stalagmites 
form rounded deposits of calcium carbonate on the floor of the cave. If a stalactite and 
stalagmite join together, they form a column.

Wells for drinking or watering plants use  ________ when there ar no spring sources 
around.

The laundry secret and the sinkholes: A sinkhole could form if the roof of an underground
cave collapses. Some sinkholes are large enough to swallow up a home or several 
homes in a neighbourhood. Sometimes huge galleries and lakes can be discovered and 
explored after collapses. In Yucatan Peninsula are called "cenotes".

When lots of calcium carbonate is carried by groundwater, we call the water 'hard'. If the 
water in your area is hard, it might be difficult to make soapsuds. Hard water might also 
have a taste to it, perhaps one that some people don't like as much as pure water.

Speleology is the exploration and scientific study of  ________.  

Volcanic activity and groundwater: A hot spring is a crack in the Earth through which 
water reaches the surface, after being heated below the ground. Most hot springs do not 
reach those great temperatures. In fact, many hot springs are used by people as natural 
hot tubs. 

Geysers "eruptions" can be seen when the superheated water bursts out onto the 
surface. This explosion is called a geyser. About 1,000 geysers exist worldwide. Perhaps
the most famous geyser is Old Faithful, which erupts every 60 to 70 minutes in a plume 
of hot water nearly 60 meters in the air.

Under the Earth's crust, the same heat that melts rock into  ________ heats the water.
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7. Volcanoes

» Activity 1. In pairs, read and complete. 

Words bank:

geoMaster's test

Atlantic
earthquakes
Indian
lava
magma
Pacific

When most people

Alaska
California
cinder volcano
composite volcano
fast
shield volcano
slowly
Yellowstone

geoMaster's test.

1. Volcanoes eruptions consist of  ________ and ash.
2. Volcanoes and  ________ are common near major tectonic plate boundaries.
3. Volcanoes are common along the Ring of Fire in the  ________ Ocean.

When most people think of volcanoes, they think of a tall mountain with a crater on the 
top. But volcanoes exist in many other forms as well.

Composite volcanoes form a big cone. They are also called stratovolcanoes because 
the composition of the layers do alternate between ash and lava (layers, or strata). 
Viscous lava cannot travel far down the sides of the volcano before it solidifies and 
creates steep sides.
Shield volcanoes have a very wide base and are much flatter on the top than composite 
volcano. Although they are not steep, they may be very large. The eruptions of shield 
volcanoes are non-explosive. This kind of volcano is common in the island of Hawaii.
Cinder cones rarely reach even 300 meters high but have even steeper sides than a 
composite volcano. They are the most common type of volcano, usually do not produce 
streams of lava and have a crater at the summit. 

The famous Vesuvius volcano that devastated the Roman city of Pompei is an example 
of  ________ .

However, lava can create other landforms...

Lava domes: When lava is fairly viscous, it is thick and flows slowly. Although it might 
not be so viscous that it causes an explosive eruption, it can create a large sort of round 
"blob" or a lava dome. Because it is so thick, it does not flow far from the vent from which
it came.
Plateaus: A lava plateau is caused by a large amount of less viscous lava that flows over
a large area. When it solidifies, it creates a large, flat surface of igneous rock. Some 
plateaus are huge, like the Columbia Plateau in Washington, Oregon, and Idaho that 
covers over 161,000 sq km.
Land area: Another important land formation created by lava is islands. The Hawaiian 
Islands are formed from solidified lava from shield volcanoes that have grown over the 
last 5 million years. The land area grows as lava continues to solidify on the coast or 
emerges from beneath the water.

What is a supervolcano? A supervolcano refers to big eruptions. The landform evidence 
of supervolcanos is the calderas (the word comes from the Spanish word, meaning 
cauldron). Calderas are generally circular shaped geographic formations. Huge calderas 
have been found to be the remains of volcanic eruptions. These calderas are volcanic 
features that are formed by the collapse of a huge amount of land due to the powerful 
eruptions.

The largest supervolcano in North America is  ________ .

Landforms from magma: Of course, not all magma reaches the surface and stays 
beneath the ground where it solidifies (are called intrusions). Because they form 
underground, they only become land formations if erosion can eventually uncover these 
rock formations.

Rock formations called intrusions were once magma that  ________ cooled within a 
volcano.
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8. Tectonic plates

» Activity 1. In pairs, read and complete. 

Words bank:

geoMaster's test

1 km
11 km
5-6 km
Andes
crust
Himalaya
lithosphere
Rocky

Talking about

core
crust
fold
freeze
mantle
melt
South
South

geoMaster's test.

1. The world's tallest mountain, Mount Everest (8,848 meters) is located in the   
________.
2. The deepest places of the ocean floors are the ocean trenches. The Marianas Trench 
plunges about  ________ .
3. From outside to inside, the Earth is made up of three layers: the  ________ , mantle 
and core.

Talking about landforms, tectonic plates action is very important because...

Earth's geography has changed through time and continues to change today. It explains 
why some places are prone to earthquakes and some are not; why some regions have 
volcanic eruptions; and why mountain ranges are located where they are.

Are the continents a giant puzzle? Continents move around on Earth's surface and they 
were once joined together as a single supercontinent called Pangea. That's Alfred 
Wegener's hypothesis: the continental drift. The evidence: continents coastlines fit 
together like pieces of a puzzle is the case of eastern Americas and western Africa and 
Europe. By the way, identical rocks and fossils could be found on both sides of the 
Atlantic Ocean.

The lithosphere is divided into a dozen major and several minor plates. The Arabian, 
Indian, and African plates are rifting apart, forming the Great Rift Valley in Africa.

Continent coastlines fit together like the pieces of a puzzle, e.g. Africa and  ________ 
America.

Europe and America are moving away! The seafloor is spreading at the mid-ocean ridge.
It's work as a "conveyor belt". The hot magma at the ridge erupts as lava that forms new 
seafloor, and pushes older seafloor. Oceanic crust is relatively thin, between 5 to 12 
kilometres thick.

The tectonic processes in the plates boundaries cause earthquakes and volcanic activity 
in the deep sea trenches that are found at the edges of continental margins. The theory 
of plate tectonics states that Earth's surface is divided into lithospheric plates that move 
on the planet's surface.

Seafloor spreading processes create new oceanic  ________ at mid-ocean ridges.

Why do rocks fold? Continental crust is much thicker than oceanic crust, around 35 
kilometres thick on average. Earthquakes and volcanic activity are common at plate 
margins where the world's highest mountains are located.

The world's highest mountains, the Himalayas, are being created by a collision between 
the Indian and Eurasian plates. These types of landforms are called fold mountain 
chains. Once rocks are folded, they do not return to their original shape, creating 
mountains and valleys.

Under tectonic processes, when the rocks break, they fracture forming a fault, but when 
the rocks bend without breaking, they  ________ .
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9. The Rock Cycle

» Activity 1. In pairs, read and complete. 

Words bank:

geoMaster's test

heat
igneous
magma
metamorphic
pressure
sedimentary
water

Talking about

change
fire
on
over
permanent
under
water

geoMaster's test.

1. Rocks are classified into three major groups according to how they are formed: 
igneous,  ________ and metamorphic.
2. Igneous rocks form from  ________ that erupts onto the Earth's surface. The lava 
cools down and crystallizes like a rock.
3. Metamorphic rocks form when the minerals in an existing rock are changed by heat 
(but does not melt) or  ________ within the Earth, the rock becomes a new rock.

Talking about landforms, the Rock Cycle is very important because...

The rock cycle really has no beginning and no end: it is a never-ending cycle. The 
processes involved in the rock cycle take place over hundreds or even thousands of 
years, and so in our lifetime, rocks appear to be "rock solid" and unchanging. However, 
that change is always taking place.

Ingredients: 100% magma. As you know, magma is molten rock inside the Earth, below 
the crust. When it cools and hardens, magma originates igneous rocks. Sometimes, 
magma appears as lava after a volcano eruption. At other times, magma does not come 
to the surface but stays underground and solidifies. 

The rocks that solidify above the surface are called extrusive rocks and are usually black,
while those that solidify underground are called intrusive rocks (granite, basalt, gabbro, 
etc). Intrusive rocks appear on the surface when rocks that once covered them have 
eroded away.

Granite forms when magma slowly cools and hardens  ________ the Earth's crust.

Making concrete: Sedimentary rocks are made up of sediment, like gravel, sand, silt or 
clay, but they are compacted. The result is a completely new rock (solid like concrete) 
which includes fragments of other rocks, organic materials such as shells, etc. Some 
examples are sandstone, limestone, coal, flint, etc.

An important component for the compaction process is the  ________ . 

Metamorphic rocks: Metamorphic rocks form when an existing rock (of any type igneous,
sedimentary or even metamorphic) is changed by heat or pressure in the Earth's crust 
and does not completely melt. It is a really new rock, with a new mineral composition. 
Some examples include marble, gneiss, quartzite, etc.

Metamorphosis is a Greek word meaning  ________ .
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10. Biological action. 

» Activity 1. Critical thinking..

In pairs, read and talk.

Sometimes biological elements can do the work of mechanical weathering. This could happen slowly as a plant's 
roots grow into a crack or fracture in rock and gradually grow larger, wedging open the crack.

Burrowing animals can also break apart rock as they dig for food or to make living spaces for themselves (such as 
den).

Today, of course, human beings do quite a bit of mechanical weathering, whenever we dig or blast into rock to build
homes, roads, subways, or to quarry stone for construction or other uses.

People build canals connecting seas (Suez Canal), reservoirs in the rivers (Lake Nasser), harbours and artificial 
islands at the coasts (The Palm Jumeirah in the United Arab Emirates), dry up wetlands for farming (The Aral 
Sea)... Some of these examples can be seen using satellites images. Visit the map…

Remember the starting of the unit...

Erosion

Why starting with erosion? Usually, books begin with tectonic plates and so on. But that occured a long time ago. 
You are going to explain why landforms have become what you can see making same experiments. You will be 
aware of the power of Nature and of the way erosion is quietly modifying earth surface every day thanks to water, 
wind, ice, or just gravity. Remember the Water Cycle.

Tectonic

Did you hear about the "Continental Drift Theory"? We have started with destructive forces and you have 
experimented how powerful is erosion, but... What was the beginning of the Earth's surface... Why the crust is like it
is? You are going to study the constructive forces.
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geoLAB project

Video Experiments Instructions

What is geoLAB project? 

geoLAB is a Geography Laboratory: In this unit, you will find some ideas but, please, ask your teacher 
first about the activities and projects that will be developed and assessed. The idea is working in teams, 
better than individually.

The challenge is to record short videos explaining things, that's the geoLAB project (remember, "Be a 
#geotuber!"). If you don't make the experiments, you can comment experiments made by other 
students or teachers.

Your teacher will tell you what to do: The topic (Waves action, Rivers action...) and if you are going to 
work in a group or individually. 

There are two options:

- Make your own video experiments.
- Comment video experiments made by other students or teachers.

Steps:

1. Tools: Use your own devices and the apps that you prefer (YouTube, Instagram..., even Musical.ly) 
but think that your mates should learn as much as you. Enjoy making it! Make the public to enjoy as well!
Be a geotuber!
If you are not going to record a video, just to comment one made by others, go to step 3 and choose a 
good video.

2. Script: Before starting to record, plan what are you going to do. Create a script or a storyboard and 
show it your teacher or mates for feedback. 

3. Share: Your video will be presented in plenary. The video must be short and didactic -funny if you 
wish-. Find inspiration in the playlists provided in each section (Waves action, Rivers action...).

To present the video, create a map using Google My Maps and locate a real geographical feature 
related to your experiments. Follow the example map.

4. Assess: Make a short test for your mates in order to check if they have understood everything -five 
questions or so-. Choose the best tool for evaluating: paper or interactive (Google Forms, Kahoot, 
LearningApps, Quizziz, etc.).
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